Extraction of Local Expression Features through Combination with DT_CWT and DCT Based on ASM
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Abstract

Aimed at imprecise key feature points of facial expression obtained through location of Active Shape Model (ASM), which caused position displacement in Region of Interest (ROI), and resulted in problems such as blurring and unobvious local texture features of extracted feature points, this paper proposes an extraction method for expression texture features through combination with Dual-tree _ Complex Wavelet Transform (DT_CWT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Firstly, two-dimensional filtering shall be conducted for key feature points after location by using 4-level DT_CWT, to prevent imprecise location which will lead to position displacement in ROI. Secondly, local texture features of expression shall be extracted by using DCT. Thirdly, final feature vector shall be formed through selection of parameters of which DCT coefficient is larger by Zig-Zag method. The experiment shows that this method can improve the blurring extraction of local texture features caused by imprecise location for key feature points well, and increase the recognition rate of facial expressions.
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1. Introduction

Facial expression is the most important way of transmission of emotional information and communication. Along with the advance of computer and image processing technology, facial expression recognition has important research significance in human-computer interaction, image processing, emotional computing, and machine vision [1].

ASM was firstly proposed by Coots [2] et al., which can cover the subspace of facial geometric shape well, get global features of facial expression based on distance, and better supplement description of fine features in key expression feature region through extraction of local texture features of located feature points. Thus, ASM has been widely used for the extraction of facial expression features. However, extraction of local texture features based on ASM will be easily affected by position displacement of located feature points, resulting in blurring and unobvious extracted local texture features [3], and leading to unsatisfactory recognition rate of similar and subtle expressions, which has great influence on timeliness and feeling of man-machine interaction. Thus, how to extract clearer and more obvious ASM local texture features has become a research focus and difficulty in the area of facial expression recognition [4]. In 2014, Zhu Shaoping et al. adopted ASM model to locate feature points, and got expression features integrated by facial geometrical feature and local texture feature. This method has obtained better effect on the extraction of global feature and local texture feature [5]. However, location of this method shall be manually calibrated, which is very tedious. This problem can be solved through file automatic calibration of facial markers, but images in face database and of facial expressions adopted in this method have some difference, leading to position displacement of key feature points after calibration, i.e. displacement of ROI area, which will affect the following accurate extraction of local texture features [6].

The translation invariance of DT_CWT [7] will protect signal from being affected by position displacement through filter with orthogonal construction, total reconstruction and Hilbert Transform.
to each other. Based on this, the paper proposes expression feature extraction method of DT_CWT+DCT.

2. Location of ASM Key Feature Point

58 key feature points have been calibrated as shown in Figure 1 by using images from IMM face database and calibration point documents in this paper. Feature point set of target contour has been extracted, which forms a training set; then make model approaches to actual target contour step by step through the training set, so that to achieve the goal of accurate location of key feature points. Key feature points located by ASM have been tested through collection of some images on facial expressions in this paper. Location effect of a participant is as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 58 Feature Points

Figure 2 shows location effects of key feature points of neutral, happy, surprise and disgust successively. In the figure, accurate location of the neutral and unsatisfactory location effect of the other expressions can be presented. Different degree of deviations occurs in the locations of feature points of eyebrow, mouth and eyes, which leads to position displacement of feature points, and will affect the accurate extraction of following local texture features. Since IMM library is not an expression database, which does not include each facial expression action, it cannot adapt to changes of expression in the search of location. Thus, displacement of key feature points occurs after location.

3. Extraction of Local Expression Features through Combination with DT_CWT and DCT Based on ASM

After positioning key feature points of expression, local texture features should be extracted and in this paper, we adopt DCT method. Due to deviation in positioning feature points, the extracted features are not exact. Therefore, this paper introduces DT_CWT for improvement and the overall algorithm process is as follows in figure 3. Overall process of facial expression recognition is indicated in figure 4 and the paper is to improve extraction of ASM local features.

Figure 3 Process of extraction of ASM local expression textural features improved by DT_CWT+DCT
Figure 4 Overall flow diagram of facial expression recognition

First of all, a two-dimensional filtering is conducted to the region of interest of positioned key feature points by 4-level DT_CWT, and then textural features of feature points are extracted by DCT. Image features undergone DT_CWT filtering include 6 directions in each level, i.e. image filtering of each feature point produces 4 dimensions with 6-directional sub-bands on each dimension and the image features include 24 sub-band matrix in total. Each sub-band matrix could be transformed to real matrix (i.e. amplitude matrix of the sub-band) by computing amplitude value of complex coefficient. Each amplitude matrix is expanded in columns to form a column vector which shall be indicated by \( V_{l,\theta} \), in which \( l \) and \( \theta \) representing decomposition layer-number and direction parameter respectively (value range: \( \theta \in \{+15', +45', +75', -75', -45', -15'\} \), \( l \in \{1, \ldots, 4\} \)). Feature vector \( X \) of each feature point image undergone DT_CWT is structured and formed by column vectors corresponding to the 24 sub-bands, which could be indicated as follows:

\[
X = [V_{1,15'}^T, V_{1,45'}^T, V_{1,75'}^T, V_{l,-15'}^T, \\
V_{l,-45'}^T, V_{l,-75'}^T, \ldots, V_{4,-75'}^T]^T
\]  

(1)

In which the superscript T represents transposition operation. In formula (1), the dimension of feature vector \( X \) is equal to summation of the number of coefficients produced on 6 directions of each of the four levels of DT_CWT filters which leads to a large space dimensionality of feature vector \( X \) resulting in great burden in computation and recognition speed. Therefore, the dimensionality of feature vector should be reduced after DT_CWT filtering and DCT transforming of feature vector \( X \). DCT could reflect spatial correlation. For flat regions without texture, cosine transform only involves with average grey degree i.e. \((0, 0)\) components. For regions with rough texture, images have spatial correlation with a large span distance and \( |C(u, v)|^2 \) would obtain a large value at low frequency component i.e. \( \sqrt{u^2 + v^2} \) of small value. For regions with fine texture, images have less spatial correlation and \( |C(u, v)|^2 \) would obtain a small value at high frequency component i.e. \( \sqrt{u^2 + v^2} \) of large value. Regions with expression features have relatively rough textures. Important feature information concentrates in low and medium frequency, i.e. abandoning high-frequency component but reserving low and medium frequency in DCT coefficient could still retain most of the information relating to expression features, and then it could screen low and medium frequency features to form feature vector by choosing a larger DCT coefficient.

In order to ensure that low frequency component at top left corner with larger energy could appear before the high-frequency component, the paper adopts triangle extraction[8] (Zig-Zag) whose order of extraction coefficient is as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Order of extraction coefficient by zig-zag method
Zig-zag method helps to acquire a larger DCT coefficient to form feature vector which shall be represented as follows.

\[ y = [x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{K-1}, x_0^2, x_1^2, \ldots, x_{K-1}^2]^T \]  

(2)

In formula (2), \( K \) represents the number of feature coefficient chosen by Zig-Zag in a feature point image and \( x_n^m \) represents the nth feature coefficient in the mth feature point image \((m = 1, 2, 3 \ldots 58; n = 0, 1, 2, 3 \ldots K-1)\). Studies show that original images could be relatively completely restored by extracting the first 9 feature coefficients in each feature point image, i.e. dimensionality is reduced from the original 24 to 9 through Zig-Zag selection, ensuring feature integrity together with reducing calculated amount in recognition. Therefore, this paper adopts \( K = 9 \) in feature extraction, i.e. the final expression feature vector could be represented as follows.

\[ y = [x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_0^2, x_1^2, \ldots, x_{K-1}^2]^T \]  

(3)

In Figure 3 (b), region 0 at top left corner of the matrix describes direct component of average grey degree features in each feature point; region 1 describes low frequency component of external features of rough outline of feature points; region 2 describes intermediate frequency components of more detailed features. Therefore, through retaining DCT coefficient of low and medium frequency, it could reduce dimensionality of features and make the extracted expression feature more accurate.

4. Experimental results and analysis

4.1 Clarity and visibility verification of texture features

As shown in Figure 6, take texture features of any eight key feature points for comparative analysis. The upper are feature maps whose texture features are directly extracted by DCT, and the lower are feature maps extracted after improvement of DT_CWT + DCT. It can be obviously seen that texture features of the lower pictures are much clearer and more obvious than those of the upper pictures, namely the improved algorithm has greatly reduced the impact of feature points position displacement on features extraction. DT_CWT has approximate translation invariance, so that the extracted features appear no aliasing, which means the given sub band has unique z-transform function, so its response is linear and non-time-varying, and the clearly visible images of texture features prove its good approximate translation invariance.
4.2 Features difference verification.

To further illustrate the impact of position displacement of feature points on features extraction is weakened after improvement of DT_CWT+DCT, the feature difference extracted from the same feature points are compared with partial DCT features extracted before and after improvement of DT_CWT in Figure 7 and 8.

Note: “1” in this figure represents the first row, and the following is DCT feature value, only 6 rows of feature values are listed here, and each row represents the feature value of the same feature point.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the maximum feature value of the first row is 1290.625000, and the minimum is 1178.12500, the difference is more than 112. In the second row, the difference between the maximum and minimum feature value is more than 85, which shows feature value difference of the same feature point extracted by DCT is larger. As can be seen from Figure 8, the maximum feature value of the first row is 1250.125878 and the minimum is 1179.225000, the difference is about 71, which is over 40 less than that before improvement of DT_CWT, indicating that feature value difference of the same displaced feature point has improved after impact of DT_CWT approximate translation invariance, which is more beneficial to improve the recognition rate.

4.3 Recognition rate verification.

In order to demonstrate effectiveness of DT_CWT + DCT algorithm more directly, the recognition rate is verified then. This system firstly collects images through USB camera, and then grays the images and equalizes histogram to reduce the impact of light on facial expression features, and then uses adaboost algorithm for face detection [9], sets the key feature points located by ASM to be the region of interest, extracts the overall range information and improved DT_CWT + DCT texture features of partial expression and conducts weighted fusion, finally, the system classifies the expressions using SVM.

Figure 9 shows the recognition situation of an experimenter before and after the improvement. Next, recognition rates of facial expressions before and after the improvement are compared. Figure 9 shows the recognition situation of an experimenter before and after the improvement in the same experiment environment. It can be seen that before the improvement, errors occur when recognizing...
the similar expressions, as shown in the first picture of Figure 9, neutral is mistakenly recognized as happy, which is caused by the inaccurate extraction because of displacement location of feature points by ASM. Expressions in the second row pictures are all correctly recognized, and it can be seen extraction of texture features of partial expressions after improvement has greatly reduced the impact of position displacement on feature points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab.1 Result statistics of facial expression recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect recognition number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average recognition rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: a: before the improvement; b: after the improvement (Unit of time: ms)

To further compare the recognition rate before and after the improvement, 7 kinds of expressions are experimented for 550 times respectively (the expressions come from JAFFE expressions [10]), the recognition rate statistics are shown in Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1: when there is not much difference in recognition time, recognition rate has improved by an average of 3.9% after improvement of DT_CWT + DCT, especially for recognition rate of expressions with subtle changes such as anger and disgust, they have improved by 9.1% and 5.6% respectively. The recognition system after improvement also can effectively improve recognition rate for surprise, happiness, fear, sadness, neutrality expressions and so on. Therefore, features extraction after improvement of DT_CWT + DCT has effectively reduced the impact of ASM key features location displacement, and recognition rate of the whole recognition system has been improved to a certain degree, especially for facial expressions with subtle changes.

5. Conclusions

This paper puts forward an ASM extraction method of partial expressions improved by DT_DWT + DCT. A large number of experiments show that this method has greatly improved the problems that partial texture features are unclear and not obvious due to ASM feature point location displacement, and recognition rate of facial expressions has been improved to a certain degree after the improvement.
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